Abstract—in an adaptive e-learning environment, the system must respond harmoniously to the changes of learner needs. The traditional e-learning systems provide adaptation based on user preferences only. To improve performance, it is required to incorporate learning context information such as the device and network context to determine the appropriate presentation method along with the user preferences. Mainly this paper discussed about the basic categories of context in e-learning environment and proposed an architectural overview of ontology driven rule-based adaptive system for obtaining effective delivery of learning material.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The existing learning resources are mainly developed for computer based e-learning. To make the mobile learning useful and successful, there is a need to develop context aware personalized e-learning applications. This issue can be solved through detecting characteristics and constraints of learning device and delivering suitable learning content.

In the context of context aware e-learning, not only the learning device, but also the learning activity of e-learner may be completely different in each moment the learner tries to learn from the corresponding web-based e-learning system.

We have taken the learning context strategies such as learner’s device capabilities, learning style and domain specific preferences as the key issues for modeling an integrated context ontological model to support for context aware adaptive e-learning system. So, the system is able to deliver the most suitable learning material based on the learner’s specific situation.

The meaning of context-aware as stated by Abowd [1] is: the system considered as “context-aware” if it uses context to provide relevant information to the user based on the user’s task. And almost a similar definition given by Cheverst [2] as, a system considered as context-aware if it is able to interpret, extract and use contextual information and adapt its behavior and functionalities to the current context of use.

The advances of mobile communication technologies and rapid adoption of mobile devices with internet capabilities make learners to access the e-learning content “anytime anywhere” with mobile devices [3]. The drastic development in the computational capability of mobile devices has shown the way to take its lead from traditional desktop e-learning systems to mobile based e-learning.

The presentation capabilities of most of the existing learning contents (such as standard documents, image, audio, and video) are restricted to personal computers and they may not be supported by mobile devices [3]. And again, within the mobile devices, there is diversity in their capabilities; hence the context-aware adaptive learning approach needs to provide device-independent e-learning services, through recognizing the various characteristics of the device.

The explosion of learning material in educational domain is leading to information overload and confusion to the e-learner. Adaptation technique considers domain, device and activity details of the e-learner, so that it allows us to deliver précised and customized learning material.

Ontologies and rules provide the most suitable platform for building a highly-responsive and interactive application [4], so mainly this paper concentrates on combining ontology with rule based approach to obtain adaptive functionality. The rule based approach enhances the functional consistency of adaptive delivery process.

II. ELEMENTS OF CONTEXT

Context is a multifaceted concept that has been studied in multiple disciplines, each discipline tends to take its own idiosyncratic view that is somewhat different from other disciplines and is more specific than the standard generic dictionary definition. The dictionary definition of context stated as “conditions or circumstances which affect something [5]”. In e-learning environment the context is basically concerned about learner and learning environment.

The contextual information describing the learner context is divided roughly into the technical aspects and facets of learning [6]. It is possible to categorize the context in various ways by considering different characteristics of the context. The classified contextual information is useful for context modeling, context management, application development and required to define some specifics of the adaptation process, that helps learner to get highly customized learning content.

In e-learning domain the key components are: Learner, Learning Device and Learning Resources. All the information about the learner situation, concerned to these three basic components referred as the learning context. So, the contextual factors that influence the learner’s learning approach considered into three basic categories as:

Device context: In context aware adaptation the device context refers to the presentation of learning resources according to the characteristics of the display device. It is
the set of device features that supports accessing, processing and presentation of the contents.

**Domain specific learner context:** The domain specific user characteristics are the preferences of learner concerned with the topic that are conceptually similar to current learning topics such as applications, sub topics, related concepts, prior concepts, etc.

**Domain independent learner context:** Is concerned with the way in which the learner prefers to learn (such as orientation, media type, etc.). The adaptive user model is based on several kinds of information such as learning style, orientation, etc. [7]. Based on learning style the concerned version of learning concept is delivered to the learner.

The existing literature has covered various diversity problems in these components, such as: different learners may prefer to read different types of learning material (definitions, exercises, case studies, etc.), due to technical and communication advancements there are various types of learning devices (PC, Cell Phone, PDA, etc.) and learning resources are available in different forms and characteristics (reports, books, web sites, videos, interactive files, etc.).

In context aware e-learning applications the conceptual categorization of context in terms of the actors and its diversity is as shown in Table I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context Category</th>
<th>Semantics</th>
<th>Examples of diversity</th>
<th>Purpose in Adaptation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Device context</td>
<td>What type of learning device is used?</td>
<td>Devices Type: Mobile, Laptop, Smart phone, etc. Hardware: Screen size, memory, etc. Software: supported media Type, mobile browser.</td>
<td>The main mechanism of device content adaptation is to change the presentation properties of the content or to select a suitable version of content as per the device capabilities before sending to the targeted device.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain specific learner context</td>
<td>What type of learner is? What is his preferred area?</td>
<td>Learning Concept: Domain, Topic, Subject area, etc. Orientation of learning: such as Application, Practical, Theoretical, Examples, etc.</td>
<td>The domain specific preferences make a learner to choose a preferred concept and area as he intended to learn and orientation improves the understanding level of learner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain independent learner context</td>
<td>Who is the learner? What are the learner preferences? What type of content is to deliver?</td>
<td>Personal: Identification, Language, Standard, Level of learning, etc. Media Preferences: Learning time, File format such as Text, Animation, Audio/video, etc.</td>
<td>Learner personal details and preferences, identify the learner type and learning style so as to deliver suitable content.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### III. DIVERSITY IN DEVICE CONTEXT

In web based e-learning applications, to provide suitable content to different client devices, it is required to describe the technical capabilities of the client device (known as the device context).

Different learning devices usually differ in hardware, software, and browsing capabilities. Before adapting learning content to devices, the technical details of learning device are obtained to negotiate between the adaptation system and the learning device. Table II shows the different stages in content adaptation based on device context and concerned device properties which may vary based on device type and model.

In e-learning environment the learning content is in the form of simple webpage or some other format such as a word document, PDF, PPT, etc. (which are compatible for PC based environments). But many mobile devices do not support these wide varieties of file formats that support in the PC based learning. Thus, to deliver the existing learning material to mobile devices (such as cell phones, smart phones, etc.) the solution is twofold: Through a transcoding approach (dynamic conversion of file formats) or maintaining multiple versions of contents that are compatible for various learning devices.

### IV. CONTEXT DETECTION AND DESCRIPTION MECHANISM

Millions of digital educational resources are mainly designed to get access and to deliver through desktop computers, but mobile learning solutions have become an essential part due to mobile technology evolution and that they have become indispensable to modern society. The existing educational resources are not directly accessible by mobile devices as they are not attuned based on the characteristics such as format, size, network-speed, etc. This is an important issue to solve in context aware adaptive e-learning applications. Here, we mentioned the practical approach to get the device profile and learner preference.
A. Towards Device Context Detection

To describe the delivery context, there are mainly two standard approaches for detecting the type of device and its technical capabilities: Composite Capabilities/Preferences Profile created by the W3C and User Agent Profile created by the WAP Forum.

CC/PP profile (Composite Capabilities/Preferences profile) [12]: CC/PP profile is a description of device capabilities and user preferences and used to guide the adaptation of content presented to the device.

UAProfile (User Agent Profile) [13], 2001: The UAProf specification is based on the CC/PP specification with RDF (Resource Description Framework) as schema and stored in the server called as profile repository. It is an XML file contains the information about the device capabilities and type of user agent. It provides a mechanism for describing the capabilities of client devices to an application server [14].

ScientiaMobile, Inc (http://www.scientiamobile.com/) has focused on this problem and presented an open source XML configuration file called Wireless Universal Resource File (WURFL) (http://wurfl.sourceforge.net), which contains information about the capabilities and features of various mobile devices, typically WAP Devices such as Mobile phone, PDA, smart phone, iPod etc.

WURFL is a Device Description Repository (DDR) in XML format. It defines the characteristics of mobile devices such as markup language, format of images, size of screen, etc., based on matching the user agent string that is identified from the HTTP request object. WURFL is today more popular than pure UAProf or CC/PP solutions [3]. It supports the inheritance of properties from other devices so that they can be categorized according to families and subfamilies.

When client device request a service from a web-server the “HTTP request header field” sent from a client device to a server. Use the “UserAgent” Property from the “HttpRequest Class” to identify the concerned client device model (type) and browser type. But through examining the User Agent header and performing adaptation, will be exclusively based on device/browser identity and not on a particular device capabilities. So the characteristics of the device model can be obtained using the WURFL repository to create the device profile of concerned learner.

B. Obtaining Learner Preference Profile

The non-technical aspects such as learning style and selection of learning resource services strongly influence the process of learning [6]. The learning context consists of domain-specific information and domain-independent information [15]. The domain specific requirements and learning style of e-learner are the two essential categories of learning context information for assessing the learning resource content.

Here, we are using the static approach for collecting learner context information; where the learner needs to enter the preferred style and orientation of learning. Based on the learner’s style-profile an appropriate material will be delivered to learner. The approaches for acquiring the contextual information in our proposed system can be summarized as shown in Table III.

C. Context Description

The ontology-based context model uses predefined metadata of the learning contents, learner profile, learner activity, learning device characteristics, etc., for retrieving the context aware personalized learning contents. The learner context model can be formally represented as follows:

Device Context (Device features) and Learner Context (Learner’s Preferences) are the two sets of parameters that are considered to obtain context aware adaptive functionality.

Device Context (DC) = {dc1, dc2, dc3... dcn}  
Where, dci is one of all features of learner device; n is total number of device features.

Learner Context (LC) = {Language preference, Content Type preference, Content Format preference}  
Where  
Language preference = English, Chinese, etc.
Content Type preference = Example, Application, Case Study, etc.
Content Format preference = Text, Image, Audio, Video, Webpage, etc.

Then the Context Profile is denoted as a 3-tuple: Context Profile (CP) = <I, DC, LC >  
Where  
I: denotes the learner’s context identity;  
DC: denotes the receiving device context;  
LC: denotes the learner context

The context aware adaptation mechanism takes two context dimensions DC and LC as arguments and delivers the matching learning resource to learner.

Table III. CONTEXTUAL INFORMATION ACQUISITION APPROACHES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context Type</th>
<th>Acquisition Approaches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Device Context (Static)</td>
<td>Device Context is automatically obtained by means of using User Agent profile and WURFL Device Description Repository.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain specific learner context (Dynamic)</td>
<td>The learner can select his preferred domain dependent contents which are conceptually related to current learning topics such as sub topics, related topics, etc. from the presentation model using the user interface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain independent learner context (Dynamic)</td>
<td>It includes the content format and learning style entered by learner through filling a form before starting to learn. The learner can change his preferences during the time of learning.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. ARCHITECTURAL OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED SYSTEM

The adaptation mechanism in the proposed adaptive e-learning system scheme is mainly based on contextual information that is obtained from various sources. Rule-based systems are simplistic and efficient to implement in knowledge based decision making environments and they are liable for representing the relationships and decision making based on facts. The set of rules and assertions specify how to act. The system examines the conditional statement “IF” and “THEN” to perform the necessary operation. The general form of rule statement is: If <premise> then <consequent>. The proposed rule based adaptive system mainly consists of three basic components as shown in Figure I.
Access to existing online learning resources. In this paper, we first discussed about the basic categories of context and preferences. The first one, referred to as, Repository of educational resources that stores all persistent information sources. The second one, referred to as, Rule Database, consists of semantic knowledge based rules (nominative rules) that are derived from an ontological learner context model to enhance the knowledge based rules (nominative rules) that are derived from an ontological learner context model to enhance the efficiency in adaptation process. The third one, referred to as, history database that stores all persistent information about learner’s learning style which serves for estimating the learner requirement through comparing the current activity of learner with learning style history.

VI. CONCLUSION

Most of the current e-learning applications and their learning contents are not suitable for mobile devices due to computational and technical barriers that can impede access to existing online learning resources. In this paper, we discussed about the basic categories of context and diversity in a device context, and then we addressed the device context and learner context detection and adaptation mechanism so as to deliver suitable content based on contextual information.

We designed the adaptive process to be independent from the presentation and storage layers. The proposed architecture allows separating adaptive rules from the rest of the system, so that the rules can be updated as per the requirements. In the near future, we plan to extend this work to develop ontology based presentation model and implement the proposed system scheme for a course based e-learning environment.
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